Treating Our Families Naturally

SPRING 2015

Cost is $125.00 for the very
detailed assessment and
Now is the time for all good advice.
homeopaths to show their I have beautiful tinctures for
faces. Health Canada has weight loss, and for toning up
regulated the profession in sluggish circulation. I have
Ontario and any homeopath increased my stock of remedies
who is not registered with the so it will be easier to purchase
newly formed College of these directly and not have to
Homeopaths cannot practice ... run to the pharmacy.
at all! The registration was a
year long time consuming My fees are restructured
application process and finally, too. $80.00 per hour for all
I am registered and therefore adult visits, $60.00 per hour
able
to
call
myself
a for children and seniors.
homeopath and practice since
April 1, 2015. This tightening In the past I have treated pets
up of the profession is good for for people, everything from ear
the public and the coverage by problems to dental abscesses. I
insurance companies.
have now formally added the
Treatment of Pets. Cost is
I have set up my website to $60.00 for consult.
allow the public to utilize
ONLINE BOOKING of their Please take advantage of this
own appointments so check very cost efficient and effective
that out.
way to treat health conditions
I am offering Comprehensive
Nutritional Assessments that
use bodily symptoms and signs
to determine in a computerized
program, what supplements
you really need ... it takes the
guess work out of buying these
and pin points health issues
you may not be aware of such
as undiagnosed low thyroid
problems.

Spring 2015
visit a spa, take a holiday (it’s
ok to do this, in fact it’s
necessary. it doesn’t mean you
are a slacker.) Do things that
give you pleasure, recharge
whenever you can, rest, relax
and do all of this without guilt.
All those who love and depend
on you will benefit by you
taking care of yourself. This
doesn’t mean just diet and
exercise. Have you noticed that
these two latter can be
stressful? This is related to
mind
pressures,
ongoing
responsibilities, self-imposed
take-charge issues, run the
show issues, being able to
juggle everything and do it
well....all of these modern
tendencies are wearing us out.
I see it all the time in the clinic,
even in young people. So make
this a “me” year.

New Slogan:
Me At My Best
For Others

in dogs and cats especially.
They respond quickly and nicely
to homeopathic care.
To all those hard working
people who never think of
pampering themselves (mostly
women but men too) I direct
this note. NOW IS THE TIME
TO TAKE TIME ONLY FOR
YOURSELF. Have a massage,

Come by for a spring tune up,
you know... like we do with our
cars and lawn mowers. Don't
let life get the better of you
before you ask for help.
That is what I am here for ...
best wishes !

With best regards and appreciation, Janee Niebler.
THE HOMEOPATHY CLINIC
1462 Hurontario Street, Mississauga (two blocks south of QEW, at Indian Valley Trail)
By appointment only: call 416-616-9320
Email: janee@homeopathylife.com
Website: www.homeopathylife.com

